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Need A Suggestion? We got You...

	Addiction 

·
	Arts 

·
	Asexuality 

·
	Bisexuality 

·
	Blood Ban 

·
	Coming Out 

·
	Conversion therapy 

·
	Cruising 

·
	Disability 

·
	Discrimination 

·
	Education 

·
	Faith & Spirituality 

·
	Fetish & Kink 

·
	Gender identity 

·
	History 

·
	HIV/AIDS 

·
	Human Rights 

·
	Indigenous 

·
	Marriage Equality 

·
	Parenting 

·
	Policing 

·
	Pride 

·
	Race issues 

·
	Sex education 

·
	Social justice 

·
	Trans 

·
	Two-Spirit 

·
	Youth 

 














 



	Power
	Activism 
	Identity 
	Politics 
	Dispatches 
	Protest and Pleasure Series 



	Culture
	Drag Race 
	Books 
	Music 
	Monthly Tune-Up 
	Playlist Q 
	TV & Film 
	Queer Culture Catchup 
	Queer View Mirror 



	Love & Sex
	Dating 
	Relationships 
	Ask Kai 
	Love Like Mine Essays 



	Health
	Sexual Health 
	Mental Health 
	Trans Health 
	Reproductive Health 
	Ask an Expert 



	Video
	After the Sashay 
	Ask Kai: Quickies 
	Inspired 
	Lucky Stars 
	My Queer Kitchen 
	Speed Date 
	Queer Artists in a Pandemic 




 








About us
Xtra is an online magazine and community platform covering LGBTQ2S+ culture, politics and health. We aim to break boundaries, think outside of binaries and build bridges within our communities and beyond.









Get free Xtra newsletters

Xtra is being blocked on Facebook and Instagram for Canadians as part of Meta’s response to Bill C18. Stay connected, and tell a friend.
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Where to find Xtra

With Meta blocking Canadian news, please stay connected to us



	



Trustworthy news

Xtra is the first queer publication to join The Trust Project



	



Xtra wins gold

We were named the best mid-size digital publication in Canada



	



Drag Race central

Herstorian Kevin O’Keeffe’s recaps, rankings and more










Politics
More municipalities likely to follow Alberta town’s lead with crosswalk ban
OPINION: The structure in place that allowed for Westlock’s “neutrality” petition and bylaw shows the darker side of populism that people don’t like to talk about
By  Dale Smith



Drag Race
‘RuPaul’s Drag Race’ Season 16, Episode 11 power ranking: Power(Point) rankings
The choice in winner this week—and the editing of another queen’s reaction—tells us a lot about the state of the competition
By  Kevin O'Keeffe



Politics
Inside the complex politics and legacy of Roy McMurtry
How did 'the most-despised politician in the legislature' come to bask in queer standing ovations?
By  Gerald Hannon
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For more videos

Video
Why is RuPaul’s online store Allstora filled with homophobic books?The online bookstore co-founded by the 'Drag Race' icon defended its choice to carry the controversial books


















All Puzzles 

‘Don’t just stand there,' solve this Xword





Play Now
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The Latest



Drag Race
‘RuPaul’s Drag Race’ Season 16, Episode 11 recap: “You’re a mom and pop, I’m a corporation’
The queens take on drag seminars, and it’s as weird as it sounds
By  Kevin O'Keeffe


Sports
Raising the bar: How an Edmonton gym is making exercise accessible
Run by queer and trans professionals, Action Potential Fitness was created with LGBTQ2S+ clients in mind
By  Natasha Chiam


Queer View Mirror
What ‘Grey’s Anatomy’ taught me about being in a queer relationship
How Seattle’s steamiest—and gayest—hospital helped me climb out from under a harrowing breakup
By  Kevin Hurren


Video
NHS suspends puberty blocker prescriptions in England 
Young people will no longer be prescribed puberty blockers at gender identity clinics, according to a new policy released this week
By  Xtra Video


Tech
The (missing) context around using AI to ban books
ANALYSIS: The case of an Iowa school district employing ChatGPT to enforce a statewide book ban has garnered significant attention—what concerns does it raise around AI-aided censorship? 
By  Jon Heggestad


Politics
Brianna Ghey’s legacy must be liberation—not further harm
ANALYSIS: Why restricting social media would be dangerous for kids
By  Eli Cugini, Ilya Maude




Read More
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